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Abstract 
Framing of marketing strategies of automobile companies is a very 

important and difficult task. It is so since they are (Bhargava R.C 

2010)confronting part of rivalry from other vehicle organizations. To 

remain in the market and to build deals, they need to outline their 

showcasing procedures by remembering the qualities of the market, the 

requirements of the purchasers and watch out for the techniques of the 

contenders.  

Item and brand building system is a piece of advertising procedure and 

it assumes a critical part in the achievement of vehicle organizations. Plan 

of item and brand building technique is likewise a troublesome assignment 

as the vehicle organizations needs to(Dr.Garg R.K & Jain Sumit 2009) 

perceive phase of the item in its lifecycle and after that edge the procedures 

by keeping it in its brain and furthermore attempt to outline legitimate 

brand building methodologies so it can construct the brand name of the 

organization in the psyches of the clients. In the distinctive phases of the 

item lifecycle diverse systems must be confined like amid the presentation 

arrange, it ought to make essential interest for the item, in development 

organize it needs to hold the piece of the pie and similarly extraordinary 

methodologies must be encircled amid the development and decrease 

arrange.As Hyundai Company is one of the presumed vehicle organization 

in India which has involved second place (Dr.Lokhande M.A & Rana V.S, 

2001) in the piece of the overall industry of car organizations, this paper 

tries to think about the item and the brand building systems of the 

Hyundai Company in India. 
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1. Introduction 

The Automobile Industry in India is the eleventh biggest on the planet with a 

yearly creation of around two million units. India is required to surpass China as 

the world's quickest developing auto showcase as far as number of units sold 

and the car business is one of the quickest developing assembling divisions in 

India. Various Industries are (Gautam R & Sahil Raj,2009)commanded, all 

around by expansive organizations, which are currently called by various names 

MNCs, TNCs or International partnerships. A noteworthy offer of the world's 

mechanical speculation, creation, business and exchange are represented by 

more than 65000 MNC's with more than 8,00,000 subsidiaries. The 

Multinational Enterprise is an organization that adopts a worldwide strategy to 

remote market and generation.(Gulyani Sumila 2001) It will consider market 

and creation area anyplace on the planet. A Transnational Company (TNC) is an 

organization possessed and oversaw by nationals in various nations. 

2.  Objective  

 To study about the marketing strategies of Hyundai India limited. 

 To measure the impact advertising strategy of Hyundai to revise service 

network. 

 To analysis the service feedback and after sales services. 

3. Materials and Methods 

The present study demands an analytical and descriptive type of research .The 

date I collected for the research is secondary data from various sources. The 

sources which I took from is books, websites, references. 

4. Hypothesis 

Ho: There is no significance association between marketing strategies, product 

positioning and other strategy followed by Hyundai  

Ha: There is significance association between marketing strategies, product 

positioning and other strategy followed by Hyundai  

5. Review of Literature  

Gauhar Fatma ,Ela Kumari (2013),Marketing strategies of Maruti-Suzuki. 

Maruti-Suzuki India.ltd is a leading manufacture of four-wheeler in India. 

Nashwan Mohammed Abdullah saif,Wang Aimin (2016), Explaning the value 

and process of marketing strategy .Marketing strategy represents a key element 

of success for organisations .M.Akhila ,Ali Ashas T Thayyullathil (2015),A 

study on customer satisfaction towards Maruti-Suzuki in Coimbatore. Customer 

satisfaction is defined as the number of customers ,or percentage of total 

customers Fred Palumbo,Paul Herbig (2000),The multicultural context of brand 
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loyalty . This examines the concept of brand loyalty ,discussse the various 

issues connected with brand loyalty . Suraksha Gupta ,Naresh Malhotra (2013) 

,Marketing Innovation:a resource – based view of international and local firms 

,Marketing intelligence and planning. 

The study draws an managerial practices and existing literature to develop a 

conceptual framework. 

Plavini Punyatoya (2014) , Evaluate of branding strategies for global versus 

local brand ,the role of concept consistency . 

This aims to examine the moderating role of concept consistency in consumer 

evaluation of new product. 

Sierk A.Horn, Nicholas Forsans, Adan R Gross, Asian business and 

management, the strategies of Japanese firms in emerging markets. 

That Japanese firms have substantially extended their marketing repertoire in 

India. 

L.N.Mishra college of Bussiness Management, Gauhar Fatima,Bhagwanpu 

chowk, Muzaffarpur (2013) ,Marketing strategies of Maruti-Suzuki. 

The company started with Suzuki holding the minor stakes of the company 

while government of India holding the major stakes. 

6. Market Descriptions 

The car business has risen up out of a period of strife with a recharged center 

around cost and timing weights and more noteworthy focus on energizing 

customers with inventive items. (Nayyar Anita, 2010)Today, the car business is 

an effective piece of the entire economy and clients are more requesting than 

any other time in recent memory. The auto isn't an extravagance rather a need of 

present day life, looking for security, quality and demonstrable skill. After the 

war in B&H the generation of parts for the car business is again a standout 

amongst the most critical enterprises in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The local 

market is dynamically developing and that development from year to year is 

over 20%. Unquestionable actuality is that autos wherever else, and in B&H 

have progressed toward becoming yearnings of everybody.  

We pick up the upper hand of being the pioneer in car industry in B&H. 

Through a cozy association with our (Neelamegham S, 2005)customers we 

persistently assemble fulfillment, wellbeing and trust of our customers, and in a 

similar time we turn into a profoundly perceived brand in the market. By 

applying such sort of procedures we in a similar time achieve our business short 

and long haul objectives and also objectives of the general public encompassing 

us. Our attention is on taking care of the quality and our taxing year presence 

affirm that we do it exceptionally well. The best affirmation of our prosperity 
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are various honors, however our most noteworthy honor is the trust of our 

customers and their trusts that we can satisfy their fantasies. 

7. Marketing Strategy 

As a Auto's advertising methodology depends on a market situating and 

advancement and separation also. Our essential customer is center to upper-

wage customary and agents who will take after the most recent patterns in auto 

industry, who are occupied with security of driving and best administration for 

their vehicles. This portion can be portrayed demographically by age (30-50) 

and pay status. Our essential business target speaks to center to vast size 

associations, lease an auto organizations and global delegates in Bosnia, for 

example, international safe havens. Our optional clients are Bosnian voyaging 

offices and also state and European military powers. This fragment comprises of 

organizations which are having around $5 million in yearly deals and in excess 

of 25 workers. 

8. Identification and Analysis  

Competitive Products in the Market 

Drawing situating outlines for an item, classification enrollment ought to be 

resolved in the first place, i.e. different items that contend in a similar market 

and can fill in as substitutes. The best considered means for assurance is permits 

gathering a lot of valuable information, which is effortlessly systemized, 

adjusted, handled measurably. One of the principle focal points of customer 

overview is the anonymousness. Profound meeting can be additionally used to 

decide the adversary items in the market, yet because of bigger time and money 

related expenses is utilized only occasionally. Researchers Hooley, Saunders, 

Piercy (2006) express that opposition can occur in the accompanying levels:  

 Competition with items with comparable to characteristics  

 Competition in a similar item gathering  

 Competition with different items that fulfill the same or on the other 

hand fundamentally the same as buyer request  

 Competition in a similar buyer request level  

As said above it is essentially imperative not exclusively to decide all items on a 

similar rack, yet in addition decide the adversaries to the entire shelf. 

9. Strategic Analysis for Hyundai in  

North America Market 

The most essential choice that Hyundai CEO's ought to make is which segment 

of market is Hyundai going to contend in. In spite of the fact that it is very 

certain that Hyundai Motors is a vehicle creation organization, there exists, in 

the engine advertise, different gatherings of shoppers that are purchasing autos 
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for bunches of various reasons. Going for the correct pool of shoppers will 

boost the shot of achievement for Hyundai.  

Hyundai has as of late risen in the worldwide market as a rival in the car 

business in respect to different automakers like as Toyota and GM, and in this 

way, needs in numerous viewpoints: general size of the organization and 

breadth of the line-up. This makes it particularly troublesome for Hyundai to 

contend head-on with existing firms in the auto-advertise went for the overall 

population of all race and age. This sort of methodology was conceivable in 

South Korea where they were the principal mover and was guaranteed 

assurance and support by the administration. Anyway in an absolutely 

aggressive market like the one in North America, an alternate approach for the 

methodology is required.  

For Hyundai, focusing on a particular buyer write with a moderately little line-

up of autos is worthwhile. The preferred standpoint that Hyundai has can be 

abridged as having more options. Hyundai, contrasted with other real 

automakers, is littler in estimate as far as aggregate managers and generation. 

This reality alone empowers Hyundai to be more adaptable regarding expense 

and choices that identifies with extensions and reductions. It is simpler to 

extend a business once it has settled down than to contract after it has 

effectively extended; getting a business is essentially done by offering property 

and terminating representatives which for the most part has a low return, solid 

restriction and issues in income. Hyundai certainly holds advantage over other 

huge automakers as far as adaptability. 

10. Conclusion  

Given that we have to center around the reliable purchasers in the pool of mid to 

high matured Americans, Hyundai must deliver another line of vehicle that can 

speak to this pool of purchasers. Outlining the realities, the new line of vehicle 

must be sufficiently extravagant with the goal that it's anything but a 

humiliation of the general population of that age, it must be sufficiently 

monetary so it doesn't force a budgetary weight, and should be sufficiently 

agreeable for individuals in the given age socioeconomics. Likewise, since they 

will anticipate owning this vehicle for a significant lot time, enduring guarantee 

is an absolute necessity. In this manner, Hyundai ought to deliberately plan to 

make another line of extravagance mid/expansive size cars.  

Hyundai should position itself, with the goal that the evaluating is like Toyota, 

yet the quality and the plan is that of a sumptuous automaker like BMW and 

Mercedes Benz. Hyundai has a plausibility to accomplish such procedure, since 

it could reduce superfluous extravagance and focus on great vehicle with 

choices generally went for mid/high age Americans, for example, amazing 

agreeable calfskin seats, astounding sound framework, and smooth riding 

vehicle. 
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